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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Scattering of acoustic wedge modes
V. V. Krylov and l. V. Raguzina
Pht'sics Foculty, M. L'. Lomonosot,s.zre Unluersitv, ,Voscou,
{Submirted April 21, 1988)
Akusr. Zh. 34, 919-951 tseprember-October lggg)
. .Wave1 propagating aiong the edges of soiideiastic wedges, i. e. , acousti- wedge -modes , r , :have been investigated on a large lcale in recentyears, both theoretrcally and experimentaliy (see,
e.g., Refs. 3-9). This is due in large part totheir remarkable properties, such as ihe strong
concentration of energy near the edge, freedori'from dispersion and diifraction lossei, and in some
cases a relatively low phase veloeity. AII this makesthese waves very alluring for various applieations,primariiy in signal-proceJsing rievices.
. +lt the _existing papers on wedge modes haveoeen devoted entireiy to aspects of their propagation,possibiy because of the structural compieiity- ofthese waves, which are tractable only iy numerical
methods for the most part. To the best-of ourknowledge, on the other hand, the scattering prob_Iem-for wedge modes has been completely ign"oiedto date. Ho.wever, the need to investigate the
corresponding problems does not leave Lny doubt.Such an investigation is necessary, first of ull,ln order to deterrnine the i.nfluence of various inhomo_geneities on the propagation of wedge modes in
reai structures and their mutual conversion into
other wave modes i.n a soUd and, second., in orderto analyze the possibili.ties of using the laws govern_ing the scattering of wedge mod.es"in the design
of new aeoustoelectronic devices analogous to, e.g.,
surface-wave devices with reflective glatings,G -W"
now report the first results of experiments on the
scattering of wedge modes.
The investigated sample was an aiuminum prismbf height 1,60 mm u-jth a base in the form of a rigtrtisosceles triangle with 60 mm sides (see Fig. 1).Wedge-mode puises with a duration of 4 yi and
a, center frequency of 2.I j\lHz were excited alongthe righr-angie edge !y means of a transverselypoled piezoceramic wafer of dimensions g * 6 mrir2,
which rras bonded acoustically to the end of the
wedge through the plexiglas spacer I. As in Ref .9, both antis}rmmetric and symmetric modes were
excited; their velocities are close to the Rayleigh
wave velocity in aiuminum in the investigated c;se
of a right-angle wedge. For generation of the
antj.s)'nmetric mode the piezoeiEctric wafer was
FIG. 2. angular scartering dj.agres for the scaEtering of
antisy[betric Hedge nodes i.nto Rayleigh waves. a) Scatrering
by the end face: l) for tJre end facel Z) for a side face, b)Seattering by a notch: 3) h = O.2O E; 4) 0.60 m; 5) 1,0 m.Ihe arp).itude values are norralized ro the asplitude of theincident Hedge 6ode signal.
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FIG. I. InvesLigated smpIe. 1) Hedge-mode eeneratori Z) endface of the ledge; 3) edge notch. The arrows indicate the j.n_
cident and scattered vaves schemti.cally,
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FIG. 3. Moduli of the reflection coefficient (cuwe i1 md
transnission coefficient. (Z) vs paranerer hi l for an antism_
nelric wedge node at an edge notch,
oriented with the direction of its vibrati.ons per-pendieular to the bisector of the right angie.e The
symmetric mode was excited by the same iafer
rotated through g0o, The center frequency ofthe wafer was 6 I!1H2, i.e., the rad.iator oplrated
away from resonance A standard SAW wedge trans-ducer. containing a longitud.inally vibrating -piezo-
ceramic wafer of diameier 10 mm and resonancefrequency 2.1 I\tHz was mounted on one face in
order to reccrd both the symmetric and the anti-
symmetric modes. The same transd.ucer was usedto record Rayieigh waves.
Preliminary measurements of the wedge mode
attenuation showed that the antisymmetric mode
scareely changes with distance traveled, whereasthe symmetric mode is characterized by a iarge
attenuation coefficient ( n,1.b dB/cm) , j.e. , ii is
cieariy_ a le-aky wave. The scattering experiments
were therefore conducted with the fundamental
antisymmetric mode of the right-angle wedge.
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We first investigated scattering by the right-
triang'ular end 2. The usual procedure (see, E.g,,Ref. 10) was used to measure the moduli of the -
coefficients of reflection (R) and transmission (T)
of wedge modes into iike wedge modes on the trvo
branching edges of right-angie wedges. the
measurements showed that R = 0.5 t 0.05 and T =0.4 i 0.05 (owing to the symmetry of the problem,
T has the same value for both branehing edges).
We also determined the anguiar scattering diagramsfor the-scattering of wedge modes into Rayieigh
waves ri(a) on all three intersecting faces. ftre
results of the measurements at distances of 40 mm
from the intersection point are shown in Fig. 2afor: 1) the end face; 2) one of the side faces
of the wedge. We note that the scattering diagramfor the end face has a near-zero minimum at o =
45o in accordanee with symmetry requirements.
We next investigated scattering by a right-angie
notch 3 with a neariy flat bottom, which was maehine-
cut in the middle of the edge (Fig. 1). The width
of the notch was 0.5 mm, and its depth h was varied
from 0.2 to 2 mm in 0.1-0.15 mm steps. We measured
tbe angular scattering diagrams for the scattering
of wedge modes into surface waves ri (F ) for each
vaiue of h, along with the moduli of the reflection
coefficient R and the transmission coefficient T.
Tlpical piots of fi(F) are shown in Fig. 2b (curves3-5). The values of R and T as a function of
h/1, where ). is the wavelength of the wedge mode(l = .132 mm at 2.1 I!{Hz), are shown in Fig. 3.
Without diseussing the data in detail, we merely
note that R depends linearly on h/l for smaLl vaiues
of h/1, as in the scattering of Rayleigh waves.
If we assume that the equation R = 2C(h/r)sin(2rlllr)
(see Ref. 6) also holds in this case, we can determine
the constant C from Fig. 3. The result C = 0.?2
is of the same order of magnitude as the correspond-
ins coefficient for Rayieigh waves in aiuminum (e =0.41). Thus, thescatt'ering of wedgemodesin the
given situation is very simiiar to the scattering
ol Rayleigh waves, both qualitatively and quanti-
tatively.
The authors are hopeful that the above-reported
experimental results on the scattering of acoustic
wedge modes will stimulate further research in this
direction.
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